ABSTRACT Low-power green communication has become the utmost important and promising research topic for energy efficiency communications. In this paper, we investigated the energy efficiency green communication in 3-D directional sensor networks. Coverage and schedule are two fundamental research issues for energy efficiency in wireless sensor networks. In network lifetime sensitive scenarios, how to consider the network lifetime as the constraint to trade coverage for network lifetime has not been well investigated. Based on the 3-D sensing model of directional sensors, we address this problem of maximizing the spatial-temporal coverage by scheduling sensors' activity after they have been deployed. First, two elementary region generation approaches, grid-based algorithm, and position-based algorithm are proposed. Then, a spatial-temporal coverage optimization scheduling (STCOS) algorithm is designed to obtain the whole network coverage maximized. Finally, a set of simulation experiments are put forward to evaluate the performance of the proposed elementary regions generation schemes and STCOS algorithms. Experimental results show that compared with the grid-based elementary region generation scheme, the position-based scheme significantly reduces the algorithmic complexity and is time consuming while generating elementary regions in network. Further simulation results show that the proposed STCOS scheme effectively enhances the performance of spatial-temporal coverage optimization.
audio, videos for finer granularity and accurate environmental surveillance activities. This extended sensor network also is a kind of WSNs with sensor device equipped with multimedia tools in essence, but the realization of these networks enable a wide variety of application areas that were not possible before with scalar sensor networks [5] [6] [7] , such as battlefield visualization surveillance, traffic avoidance, enforcement and control, natural/animals habitat monitoring, etc. In this paper, we discuss the issues of scheduling and coverage in a kind of WSN, which has the camera sensor nodes in 3D location, also known as 3D Directional Sensor Networks (3D DSNs).
In WSNs, to guarantee the quality of perceptive data and reliability of coverage in monitored area, the high density sensor nodes are usually deployed. If all sensor nodes in network working simultaneously, the data redundancy and waste of resources would occur, and the lifetime of the sensor networks would be reduced. Through reasonably organizing the state of the network nodes, some nodes in working condition, and the other nodes in a low-power sleep state to prolong the lifetime of sensor nodes as far as possible. So node scheduling [8] is an efficient method to save energy consumption and prolong the lifetime of WSNs. In fact, there is a dilemma between network lifetime and sensor coverage in node scheduling. To achieve a better coverage, more sensor nodes have to work at the same time, much more energy would be consumed and the network lifetime would be reduced. On the other hand, trying to extend the network lifetime to put more sensor nodes into sleep, the network coverage would be aversely affected [9] .
In WSNs, a surveillance application may require the working sensors to achieve a certain degree of sensing coverage. Most of this kind of scheduling mechanism considered maximizing network lifetime while preserving sensing coverage [10] . And the other direction of this problem, which put the network lifetime as a constraint to optimize the coverage, is less involved [12] . In this paper, we further investigate this latter issue in 3D direction sensor networks. monitor a field of interest. C 1 , C 2 , C 3 and C 4 are the locations in 2D ground plane of these camera nodes, respectively. Based on the sensing model proposed in [13] and thoroughly studied in our prior work [14] , the field of views (FoVs) of 3D wireless camera sensor nodes is trapezium-shaped, e.g., the sensing area of camera C 1 is trapezoid v 11 v 12 v 13 v 14 in Fig. 1 . Meanwhile, the FoVs of these four camera sensor nodes are overlapped among them and the monitoring area is divided into 11 small areas and the number in bracket is the size of every divided small areas. Like in [9] , we use the spatial-temporal coverage metric, which is the product of the area size and the length of the period during the area which is covered, to represent the efficiency of this novel area coverage. Now, the spatial-temporal coverage optimization problem is how to scheduling the sensor nodes to sleep or work to pursue the maximum global spatial-temporal coverage. In the scene shown in Fig. 1 , suppose the network is required to provide coverage for 10 hours, but the battery lifetime of every sensor nodes is 6 hours. The network coverage and lifetime requirement can't be satisfied. Based on the spatial-temporal coverage metric, we try to schedule each sensor nodes to maximize the network coverage in the constraint of lifetime. There are two schedules are shown in Fig. 2 . Based on the size of divided small area in Fig. 2 , we can get the spatial-temporal coverage in Schedule 1 is
7.5×6+2.1×6+12×6+8×6 = 419.8 and in Schedule 2 is 429.4. So the Schedule 2 is better than Schedule 1 in spatialtemporal coverage (schedule 2 is actually the optimal solution in spatial-temporal scheduling problem).
In the above sample, we also can find that to obtain the maximum spatial-temporal coverage, the affect of nonoverlapping small areas are the same in varied schedule schemes, so we can just consider the schedule of the coverage of the overlapping areas. To find the optimized scheduling scheme, first, the size of every divided small area should be calculated, and to solve this optimization problem. In this paper, we try to address these two problems, two algorithms for elementary regions generation are proposed to calculate the size of the each divided area and a distributed node scheduling algorithm is designed to obtain the whole network spatial-temporal coverage optimization.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is discussed in Section II. In Section III, we propose the algorithm of elementary redundant region generation. In Section IV, a scheduling scheme of spatial-temporal coverage optimization is presented. The performance comparisons and analysis of the proposed algorithm and scheduling schemes are examined in Section V. Finally conclusions are derived in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS
To solve energy shortage problem and achieve sustainable development, low-power green communication has become the hot direction of the world today. Meanwhile, schedule and coverage issues are two fundamental problems for energy efficiency in WSNs. To obtain better coverage effect and significant energy savings, we usually deployed the sensor networks with high node density. To remedy the deficiencies caused by redundancy nodes, node scheduling is an essential technique has been studied in depth. There are many scheduling mechanisms published [10] , [11] , and because they are considered in the context of different applications, different mechanisms often have different assumptions. But all the mechanisms have a common design objective to maximize network lifetime under the constraint of network coverage [8] , [15] [16] [17] , how to deal with scheduling senor nodes to maximize the network coverage under the requirement of the network lifetime is a problem that has not been well investigated.
There are also many researchers are currently engaged in developing solutions related to coverage problem, and the coverage optimization problem has been examined thoroughly for omni-directional sensor networks in the past decades [18] [19] [20] . Existing work on the coverage problem can be classified into three categories, the target coverage, the area coverage and the barrier coverage problem [21] [22] [23] [24] . However, coverage optimization in directional sensor networks (DSNs) has newly taken attraction of the research community, especially in 3D DSNs. Similarly with common WSNs, the four main coverage types in DSNs can be categorized with the comprehensively convinced available studies, the target-based coverage problems, the area-based coverage problems, the coverage problems with guaranteed connectivity and the network lifetime prolonging problems.
Meanwhile, Mission-driven sensor networks usually have special lifetime requirements. And the density of the sensor nodes may not be enough to satisfy the coverage requirement while meeting the lifetime constraint at the same time. In [9] , how to schedule sensors to maximize network coverage during specified network lifetime is studied. Its objective is to maximize the spatial-temporal coverage by scheduling sensors' activity after they have been deployed. A centralized heuristic algorithm and a distributed optimization protocol are proposed. In [12] , to address the problem of spatial-temporal coverage in target-based solutions, the authors model the critical location coverage problem using the point coverage model with the objective of scheduling sensors to maximize the effective coverage time while meeting the network lifetime requirement. A distributed algorithm with a provable approximation ratio of 0.5 is proposed. These two papers are all based on omni-directional sensor networks and to pursue the final optimization result, the size of the divided overlapped areas of nodes' sensing area should be known in advance. How to deal with spatial-temporal coverage in 3D sensing model of nodes and the elementary region generation are problems that have not been well investigated.
In this paper, based on the foundational work in [9] , we address the spatial-temporal area coverage problem in 3D DSNs. According to the novel 3D nodes' sensing model, two redundant elementary region generation algorithms was designed to calculate the size of the intersection areas of multiple sensor nodes. Then a distributed node scheduling algorithm is proposed to obtain the whole network spatialtemporal coverage optimization.
III. ELEMENTARY REGIONS GENERATION
According to the definition of spatial-temporal coverage, to maximize the spatial-temporal coverage of the whole network, we should assure the coverage of every small area divided by the intersection of multiple sensor nodes to be as large as possible. So the size of the divided overlapped areas of nodes' sensing area should be known in advance. So in this section, we study this problem in depth and propose an elementary regions generation algorithm.
A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we define the elementary regions [9] as the small area divided by the intersection of multiple sensor nodes. Because Fig. 1 , where C 1 ∩ C 2 ∩ C 3 , i.e., A 1 , and C 1 ∩ C 2 ∩ C 4 , i.e., A 5 refer to the 3 • -redundant regions,
.e., A 1 + A 6 , and A 5 , C 2 ∩ C 4 , i.e., A 2 + A 5 refer to the 2 • -redundant regions. The non-redundant region has the same characteristic as the non-redundant elementary region.
In 3D directional sensor networks, the sensing model of 3D sensor node can be denoted by 5-tuple (x, y, z, α, β, γ , θ) [13] , [26] and the FoVs of 3D sensor nodes is trapeziumshaped. As is known, trapezium is a kind of convex polygon. Based on the convex polygons knowledge of Computer Geometry, the intersection area of two arbitrary convex polygons still is convex polygon, so the overlapping sensing area of arbitrary multiple sensor nodes can be easily calculated. But when the polygons are non-convex, e.g., elementary redundant region in Definition 4 that are non-convex polygon in the most time, it's hard to calculate directly. So we need to further investigate the method of elementary region generation.
Assuming a 3D sensor node C i with the number of its neighbors in neighborhood graph [12] (neighbor cluster in [14] ) is m, the maximal redundant degree of elementary regions is n, then m ≥ n. Let F(C i ) be the size of node
We can get:
According to the definition of redundant region,
And F(C i ) is the non-redundant region, i.e., F(C i ) = R(C i ) 1 . So we can derive that,
Where R(C i ) k+1 means size of the (k +1) • -redundant regions, i.e., the sum of the intersection of C i and arbitrarily k nodes in m,
When k = n, according to assumption, the max-k of elementary (redundant) region is n, so R(C i ) n+1 = 0. We can further get that:
This proves that a sensor node's max-k • -redundant elementary region is as same as the max-k • -redundant region. To calculate the every redundant elementary region of one node, the max-k • -redundant region must be calculate first, then according the Eq. (3) to calculate the size of every redundant elementary region.
B. GRID-BASED APPROACH
In this section, we first adopt grid partition approach to generate the FoV of each sensor node in network, then according the overlapping relationship among sensor nodes to produce elementary regions. The simple and intuitive idea of this gridbased approach is to divide the overall network area into small grids, then checks each grid if its center whether in the FoV of a 3D sensor node. If the center point is in the camera's FoV, we regard that this grid is in the camera's FoV. This approximation is valid as long as the size of the grid is much smaller than the size of the FoV. After traversing all the grids in the overall FoV, regions could be formed by grouping the grids that belong to the same set of sensor nodes. Then the elementary region formed by overlapping relationship could be calculated through the intersection operation of the grid set of sensor nodes. The detailed approach steps are described in Algorithm 1.
The result of Algorithm 1 is the grid number set of all sensor nodes' sensing area in the whole network. So the intersection operation can be achieved like c k−1 ∩ c k such operations. That is to say, we could obtain all elementary regions by the addition and subtraction operations of set.
C. POSITION-BASED APPROACH
In the above section, we adopt grid-based approach to calculate the sensor node's sensing area and intersection relation. The thinking of this algorithm is simple and intuitive. But the time complexity of this approach is decided by the size of the grid or the number of discrete points. The better precision these two methods pursue, the higher complexity they increase. In our prior work [14] , we pointed out that the four vertices in trapezium of a 3D camera sensor can be calculated and an algorithm was adopted to calculate the correlation coefficient of two camera nodes based on convex polygons knowledge of Computer Geometry. In this paper, we also use this property of convex polygon to calculate the size of the elementary regions of intersecting FoVs of multiple 3D directional sensors.
Algorithm 1 Grid-Based Algorithm
Input: C, the set of 3D directional sensor nodes, C = {c 1 , c 2 , ..., c m }, where
. Output: G, the grid points set of each 3D directional sensor node, G = {g 1 , g 2 , ..., g n }, where g i is a positive integer and represents the number of a grid block.
3) Assign the grid increasing step length step, initialize the number of grid block gridNum = 0; 4) for i = X start : step :
for k = 1 to n do // n is the number of 3D sensor nodes in network
Because this approach is based on the relative position of the vertices in trapezium, it is called Position-based algorithm. The thought of this algorithm is as follows: First, judge the four vertices of a trapezium A whether locate in another trapezium B. If it's true, add the vertex(s) that locate in B to a vertex set V , vice versa. Then calculate the point of intersection of the four edges in trapezium A with the four edges in trapezium B, respectively. Add the point of intersection to V . Finally, sort this vertex set V by clockwise or counterclockwise order. Now, the polygon constructed by arranged vertex set V is the intersection polygon of trapezium A and trapezium B. Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo code of Position-based algorithm. From the details of this algorithm, we can obtain it has a processing time complexity of O(n) per sensor node.
The result of Algorithm 2 is the vertex set of intersection area between two sensor nodes. So the multiple overlapping area could be achieved by calling this method repeatedly. According to Eq. (3), the addition and subtraction operations of area of convex polygons, we can obtain the size of all elementary regions. Meanwhile, Algorithm 2 could be easily generalized to calculate the intersection area size among convex polygons.
IV. SPATIAL-TEMPORAL OPTIMIZATION SCHEDULING
In the scene with overlapping sensing area of multiple sensor nodes, we could divide each sensor node's sensing area to 
. Output: P, the intersection polygon formed by C i and C j . 1) Initialize the vertex set V = ∅ and the segment intersection point set v e = ∅;
for n = 1 to 4 do // Check the intersection point of one edge of C i with four edges of C j 11) v e = e im ∩ e jn ; 12) if v e = ∅ then 13) V = V ∪ v e ; 14) endif 15) endfor 16) endfor 17) V = Sort(V ); // Sort the vertex set V by clockwise or anticlockwise order 18) P → V ; // The polygon P constructed by ordered vertex set V 19) return P. some elementary regions with different redundancy. The coverage of every elementary region is defined as the product of this elementary area size and the length of the period during this area is covered, so the whole network coverage can be considered to be the sum of the coverage of all elementary region. The problem to find the maximum spatial-temporal coverage for the network is converted to schedule the sensor node to work or sleep to assure the whole elementary regions in network has the maximum sum of spatial-temporal coverage. In the above section, we solve the problem of elementary region generation. So the next step is to solve the sensor node's working time selection problem. This problem is proved NP-hard in [9] and a distributed parallel minimize coverage redundancy method is proposed to solve it. In this paper, different to their work, we design a optimization method to find the most desired scheduling scheme of each node for maximizing spatial-temporal coverage of the whole network.
According to the definition of spatial-temporal coverage, the elementary regions are already known, the problem we need to solve is determining the start and end time of the node's on-period time. We assume that the working hours, i.e., the battery lifetime, of every sensor node are fixed and maybe different, and all of them are much less than the requirement of the network lifetime L in this paper. Since the working hours of one sensor node is known, determine the scheduling scheme of one sensor node is to decide the start or end time of this node's on-period time. In adjustment of the on-period time of a sensor node to obtain the largest additional coverage, the node needs to know the relative position of its neighbor's on-period.
The schedule of a node C i is solely determined by the start of its on-period C i .start and the end of its on-period C i .end. Suppose the working time of sensor node C i is t(C i ), we can get
Use STO(C i ) to represent the spatial-temporal coverage provided by the current scheduling,
where t(C i ) j is the on-period time of the jth elementary region. Because the working time of one sensor node may overlap with other sensor nodes, this leads to different elementary regions in the same sensor have disparate observation time. That's why we need to calculate the actual working time for every elementary region of sensor node C i . From the above analysis, the optimization objective of the spatial-temporal coverage algorithm is to search maximum STO(C i ) during each iteration, i.e., max(STO(C i )), then the sensor node's scheduling mode could be determined. In this process, fixing the working time of sensor node is the core issue. Because the working hours of sensor nodes is known in advance, so determine the scheduling mode of sensor is to identify the sensor node's beginning working time C i .start or the end of working time C i .end. In actual sensor node scheduling, to adjustment of the on-period time of a sensor node to obtain the largest additional coverage, the node needs to know the relative position of its neighbor's working time.
Suppose the network required lifetime is L. According to the Eq. (6), C i .start or C i .end could be a value between 0 and L, it is not realistic to enumerate all the possibilities. So, like [9] and [12] , we shrink the search space to focusing on only a finite number of crucial points, i.e., the start and end time of the whole network, the start and end time of C i 's neighbors. The spatial-temporal coverage of sensor nodes changes because of interlapping, we should choose the start time and end time of the scheduling mode of determined sensor node as the choices to the start time or end time for undetermined sensor node. Fig. 3 shows that when the sensing area overlapping is shown in Fig. 1 and there sensor nodes S 1 , S 2 and S 3 have fixed scheduling mode, the optional start time and end time for the undetermined scheduling mode of sensor node S 4 . Fig. 3 use a simple example to display how to select the start or end working time of a sensor node. There are three sensor nodes S 1 , S 2 and S 3 which already have determined scheduling mode. Currently, we try to fix the scheduling mode for sensor node S 4 . Meanwhile, S 1 , S 1 , S 3 and S 4 all have different battery lifetime. From Fig. 3 , we can see that for a common undetermined scheduling sensor node, the optical working time points for S 4 are S 4 .start = S 1 .start, S 4 .start = S 1 .end, S 4 .start = S 2 .start, S 4 .start = S 2 .end, S 4 .start = S 3 .start, S 4 .end = S 1 .end, S 4 .end = S 2 .start, S 4 .end = S 2 .end, S 4 .end = S 3 .start, S 4 .end = S 3 .end. Because the start time of a sensor node couldn't be time L and the end time couldn't be time 0, the optical number n ot of start or end time for an undetermined sensor node is
Where S is the set of schedule determined sensor nodes and array Time[] denotes the set of all the star and end working time of determined sensor nodes.
Once the way of choosing start or end working time for undetermined sensor nodes has been confirmed. The following process is to determine the start and end time of a node. In this section, we proposed a procedure getCMC() VOLUME 4, 2016 to get the sensor node provided current maximum spatialtemporal coverage and its scheduling mode. The thinking of the Procedure getCMC() is as follows: In the beginning, when the set of determinated optimization scheduling scheme S is ∅, arbitrary a sensor node C i chooses the start time 0 of the network as the start time of its on-period C i .start, and count the additional spatial-temporal coverage STO(C i ) it can provide by Eq. (7). The one, which has the largest additional coverage, is moved in S. When S = ∅, sort the start and end time of every element in S with time sequence from 0 to the required network lifetime L. When a node doesn't have intersection area of every element in S, its start time is arbitrarily time in [0, L] . If the on-period time of a node is less than the blank time periods in [0, L], its end time is set at the latter node's start time (or the ''L''), this is to guarantee the blank time between two sensor nodes. Otherwise, this node will choose other time, which made the additional coverage maximized. The detailed steps of the on-period time choosing of one sensor node are described in Procedure getCMC().
The Procedure getCMC() is adopted to choose the current node, which has the maximal additional coverage. Based on the Procedure getCMC(), we proposed the Spatial-Temporal coverage Optimization Scheduling algorithm, referred to as STCOS algorithm to generation the scheduling mode in the whole network.
In the process of spatial-temporal coverage calculating for the entire network, first, the sensor nodes performed in clusters. Like in [14] , the clustering metric of is the degree of sensing area overlapping among multiple sensor nodes. Then, each cluster separately runs STCOS algorithm to find this cluster's maximum spatial-temporal coverage. In each cluster, STCOS algorithm is executed in iterations. During each iteration, it calculates the additional spatial-temporal coverage that each sensor node C i can provide based on the existing schedule and picks the node which has the maximum additional spatial-temporal coverage. The optimization algorithm will be repeated iteration after iteration, until no more sensor nodes can be picked. In STCOS algorithm, the core step, i.e., the Procedure getCMC(), is to determine the sensor node which has maximum spatial-temporal coverage in current iteration. The algorithmic framework of STCOS algorithm is shown in Fig. 4 , and the details are described in Algorithm 3, where the line 3 calls Procedure getCMC() to obtain the maximum additional coverage provided by the sensor node C i .
We take the surveillance scenario shown in Fig. 1 as a sample to present how the scheduling algorithm works. Suppose the network is required to provide coverage and operate for 10 hours. The battery lifetime of C 1 , C 2 , C 3 and C 4 all is 6 hours. We use the STCOS algorithm to obtain the optimization scheduling scheme of spatial-temporal coverage. As shown in 
Procedure getCMC(S, E)
Postulate: N is the 3D sensor node set in network. S and C are the set of determined and undetermined sensor nodes, respectively. E is the set of elementary regions formed by overlapping among sensor nodes' sensing area in N .
Cov[i]
[j] is a two-dimensional array, adopted to store the value of spatial-temporal coverage.
Time[] is a array to store the time points. Input: The set of schedule determined sensor nodes S and the set of network elementary regions E. Output: C i , the sensor node which has the maximum additional spatial-temporal coverage and its scheduling mode.
// Calculate spatial-temporal coverage of current sensor node by Eq.(7) 6) for i = 1 to length(C) do 13)
; // Find the sensor node which has the maximum additional spatial-temporal coverage and determine its scheduling mode 25) return C i .
C 2 provides the largest additional coverage on the elementary redundant regions in this iteration, so pick C 2 with its on-period scheduling time to S. In this time, T = ∅, so to execute the 2nd iteration. Based on the on-period time of C 2 , the working hours of the left three nodes all are bigger the blank time in the network, so set the end time of these three time is L, we can get that the largest STO(C 1 ) = 65.6, STO(C 3 ) = 51.2, STO(C 4 ) = 28.8. Then pick node C 1 with 
Algorithm 3 STCOS Algorithm
Input: N , a neighbor cluster of 3D directional sensor nodes, N = {C 1 , C 2 , ..., C m }, E, the elementary regions set of N . Output: S, the optimized schedule scheme, which includes each sensor node with on-period start/end time.
// Call Procedure getCMC() to obtain maximum additional coverage provided by sensor nodes in T 4) S = S ∪ P(C i ); // Add the sensor node C i and its schedule scheme to S T = T − C i ; 5) endwhile 6) return S.
its on-period to the S. In the 3rd iteration, based on the onperiod time of C 1 and C 2 and the Procedure getCoverage(), we can get the largest STO(C 3 ) = 20, STO(C 4 ) = 24, so pick node C 4 to S. In the 4th, by invoking Procedure getCoverage(), to decide the start and end time of C 3 to pursue the largest coverage. In this time, all sensor nodes are settled, and this it the end of the STCOS algorithm. The sum of this additional coverage of nodes provided in elementary redundant region and other non-redundant elementary regions is 429.4. Note that this algorithm just afford one of the optimal schedules, and there may exist other optimal schedules. Since the scheduling scheme of these two solutions is the same way in essence, the scheduling 2 illustrated in Fig. 2 also is an optimization schedule scheme. We further assume that the battery lifetime of C 1 , C 2 , C 3 and C 4 in Fig. 1 is not all the same, and is 5 hours, 4 hours, 4 hours and 5 hours, respectively. We use STCOS algorithm to investigate how to find the optimization schedule scheme. The final schedule scheme is shown in Fig. 6 . In Procedure getCMC(), we can get that to determine one node C i 's schedule, it will take O(n) computational effort to derive the maximum STO(C i ), where n is the number of the neighbor cluster of sensor C i . Meanwhile, because the Algorithm 3 is executed in iterations, during each iteration, one sensor node C i is chosen with the max-STO(C i ), until no more sensor nodes can be picked. The times of iteration in Algorithm 2 is also a number of the neighbor cluster. So the total time complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(n 2 ), where where n is the number of the neighbor cluster of sensor node C i .
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we first present a set of experiments to investigate the effectiveness and performance of elementary region generation approaches, grid-based algorithm and positionbased algorithm. Then, through extensive simulations, we evaluate the performance of the proposed spatial-temporal coverage optimization scheduling (STCOS) algorithm. The simulation experiments of this paper are all implemented on Matlab.
A. COMPRESSION PERFORMANCE OF ERG APPROACHES
In Section III, two approaches, grid-based algorithm and postion-based algorithm are put forward as the basic steps to generation elementary regions in network. In the section, we compare the performance of these two approaches by the following two schemes.
find the center point of the grid, and examine if it is in the sensor node's FoV, then mark that grid in specific set. In the next, we adopt the ''union, intersection and difference'' operation to constitute the elementary redundant regions of multiple sensor nodes.
• Scheme (B): Use the position-based algorithm to obtain the overlapping of multiple sensor nodes. First, to generate the most redundancy elementary regions, then, apply convex polygon to calculate the intersection of multiple sensor nodes. Finally, according to the Eq. (3), the addition and subtraction operations of area of convex polygons, we achieved the size of all elementary regions. During the running of sensor scheduling algorithm, different clusters have no effect on others scheduling and each cluster calculate the spatial-temporal coverage independently could greatly enhance the algorithm efficiency, so the sensor scheduling algorithm is executed in parallel based on clustering. Similarly, the elementary regions generation algorithm also implemented cluster-based. The algorithm simulation experiments show that not only the size of network area and the number of sensor nodes affected the running time of the elementary regions generation algorithm, and the number of clusters, but also the maximum and the average number of nodes in the cluster have a significant influence to the algorithm performance. Therefore, in the algorithm performance comparison curves, the running time of the grid-based and position-based elementary regions generation algorithm is illustrated in curves, and the corresponding maximum and average cluster size are shown in histograms in the right of the figures. From the algorithmic running time point of view, Fig. 7 to 8 illustrate that the performance comparisons of these two schemes, grid-based and position-based elementary regions generation algorithms. In Fig. 7 , we assume that the sensor node deployment region is fixed, then increase the number of deployed sensor nodes to investigate the time consuming of every scheme. The histogram in Fig. 7 shows that the maximum and average size of cluster in the whole network. We can see that following the increasing of the sensor nodes, the elapsed time of generating every elementary region in the network in the two schemes all are incremental, too. Meanwhile, the size of cluster influence the time consuming markedly, especially on Scheme (B). From the contrast in this figure, we can conclude that Scheme (B) can save up to an order of magnitude execution time when generating elementary regions. In Fig. 8 , we assume that the deployed number of sensor nodes in the scene is fixed, then vary the area of the monitoring area to examine the time consuming of every scheme. Because that the Scheme (A) just need to calculate the FoV of each sensor node, not to traverse every grid of the whole network and the number of sensor nodes is invariable, the time consuming of these two schemes doesn't changed sharply in Fig. 8 . The curve in Fig. 8 fluctuate as a result of the variations of the size of the cluster. In this figure, compare with Scheme (A), we can find that Scheme (B) still greatly decreases the time consuming of generating elementary regions.
In grid-based elementary regions generation scheme, the most complex and essential operation is to examine the center point of the grid whether therein or not in a sensor node. In position-based elementary regions generation scheme, the most complex and essential operation is to judge that the four vertices in a trapezium whether locate in another trapezium and intersection of the four edges in one trapezium with the four edges in the other trapezium. We call these intersection points or center points checking operations are test points. Because of the significance of test point to the performance of these three schemes, we devise a simulation to compare the number of test points of these schemes. The results of the comparisons are presented in Fig. 9 . From Fig. 9 , we can find that the changes of number of test points are small with the same number of sensor nodes for Scheme(A). However, for Scheme (B), the number of test points is sensitive for the number of the sensor cluster, which is not involved network area, so when the number difference of the maximum and aver- age number of cluster decreased, the number of test points reduced. Meanwhile, it is shown that Scheme (B) effectively reduces the number of test points. This is why the performance of Scheme (B) is greatly superior to the Scheme (A).
B. PERFORMANCE OF STCOS ALGORITHM
In this section, the comparison metric of coverage and scheduling algorithm performance is spatial-temporal coverage. We also propose other three different node scheduling schemes to evaluate the performance of the proposed STCOS Scheme in section IV. These three scheduling algorithm are shown as follows.
• MinRedundancy algorithm: According to the ''Minimize the Coverage Redundancy'' in [9] , MinRedundancy is distributed heuristic scheduling algorithm that chooses the sensor who has minimum overlapping area with the determined scheduling sensor node to determine its scheduling preferentially.
• RndScheduling algorithm: This is a random schedule algorithm. Each node generates a random schedule
• NonScheduling algorithm: In this scheme, scheduling algorithm is not adopted. From the beginning of the network, all sensor node work until the batteries drained. We use the above three scheduling algorithm as contrasts to verify the effectiveness of STCOS Scheme. In a square network surveillance area, we randomly deployed some fixed sensor nodes to study when the case that battery lifetime of each sensor node is the same and a proportion of the network lifetime, the total network spatial-temporal coverage comparisons of these four algorithm. Fig. 10 to Fig. 11 display the sensor battery/network lifetime rates ρ are ρ = From Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 , we can see that STCOS algorithm is slightly better than MinRedundancy algorithms in spatial-temporal coverage to and significantly better than RndScheduling and NonScheduling algorithm. When the number of sensor node is less, STCOS and MinRedundancy algorithm are much the same optimization performance. This is because these two algorithms are all heuristic approaches and the difference of them is the metric for sensor node selection in each iteration. But, in practice, STCOS algorithm is easily distributed implemented. Meanwhile, following the increase of number of sensor nodes, STCOS algorithm has great superiority than MinRedundancy algorithms. Fig. 12 shows the case that when the battery lifetime of sensor nodes in the network are heterogeneous, the coverage performance of these four algorithms. The battery lifetime of sensor node could randomly be 1/5, 2/5 or 3/5 of the network lifetime required. In Fig. 12 , STCOS and MinRedundancy have more apparent advantages than other two algorithms with the increasing of number of sensor nodes. Meanwhile, the performance of STCOS algorithm is better than MinRedundancy algorithms. This shows that STCOS algorithm effectively enhances the performance of spatial-temporal coverage in homogeneous and heterogeneous sensor battery lifetime.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Green communication is a key technology in the information communication technology (ICT) field currently. Green communication aims at developing frameworks and protocols to jointly maximize the throughput, increasing the energy efficiency of wireless communications networks. In this paper, we mainly study the energy efficiency green communication in directional sensor networks. Most exiting sensor coverage works only target for scheduling the sensor nodes to prolong network lifetime while meeting the coverage requirement and the other direction, which considers the network lifetime as the constraint to trade the coverage for network lifetime, has not been well investigated. In this paper, we further discuss this spatial-temporal coverage optimization problem. A set of experiments are performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed schemes and algorithms. In the future, we will focus the issues of critical location spatial-temporal coverage in 3D DSNs. 
